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INTRODUCTION 

CPRB, 1MB and V ALIC voluntarily agreed to resolve this litigation in a "fmal," 

"binding," and "non-appealable" arbitration before a panel of expert Business Court judges. The 

parties are highly sophisticated entities who were represented by fully-infonned executives and 

counsel with decades of trial experience when they made that agreement. Petitioners have never 

claimed-nor can they-that their waiver ofappeal was tainted by fraud, coercion or other 

misconduct such that this Court should excuse it. By its plain tenns, the parties' agreement 

reveals a mutual intent-after seven years of litigation before two different trial judges and an 

appeal to and remand from this Court-to finally resolve this complex dispute through an 

efficient and reasoned adjudication and without the burden of further appeals. This Court should 

hold Petitioners to their commitment and summarily dismiss this appeal for this reason alone. It 

need not, and should not, conduct any further analysis of the parties' various contentions. 

If this Court nevertheless proceeds further, it will encounter the slew of merits-based 

challenges that Petitioners' appeal raises to the arbitration decision. These challenges are 

precluded from review as a matter oflaw, and are even sanctionable. As this Court has 

repeatedly held, an arbitration award may not be vacated for factual or legal errors-no matter 

how manifest or grave. Cunningham v. LeGrand, 237 W.Va. 68, 71-72, 785 S.E.2d 265 (2016). 

No doubt cognizant of this clear authority, Petitioners try to dress up their factual and legal 

challenges as something else, such as claims that the arbitration panel failed to issue a "reasoned 

decision," ignored the parties' direction to apply West Virginia law, and contravened the law of 

the case. But these contentions are still just challenges to alleged factual and legal errors in 

disguise, and thus they are entirely unreviewable under well-settled law. 

Even assuming that Petitioners had not waived an appeal, and even assuming that a 
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review ofthe merits of the Final Decision were appropriate, it is clear that the Business Court 

panel correctly applied West Virginia law and accurately determined the parties' contractual 

intent in unanimously concluding that V ALlC did not breach its contracts with Petitioners. After 

three full hearing days of evidence and argument, including review ofvideo-deposition 

testimony from numerous witnesses, and the receipt of hundreds of exhibits, slides, charts and 

other demonstratives, the panel correctly found that the disputed 20% withdrawal restriction was 

an essential term of the parties' bargain and that VALlC could not have the guaranteed high, 

stable returns it continues to pay to annuity participants if those participants could transfer funds 

from the annuity at will. The panel also found that the parties' 17-year course ofperformance 

supported V ALIC's interpretation and that, at the critical point in time in 2008 when the parties 

discussed the very transfer at issue in this lawsuit, Petitioners repeatedly, consistently, and 

unambiguously stated that the 20% restriction applied, mandating a decision in V ALIC's favor. 

Petitioners ask this Court to reverse the panel's unanimous result, relying primarily on 

this Court's 2014 summary-judgment reversal, which was based on a limited evidentiary record 

and required this Court to draw all inferences in Petitioners' favor. The panel considered a fully 

developed record, vigorously presented by the parties, and reached the right result. Petitioners, 

citing a handful of exhibits from which they spin fanciful contentions, offer no basis for reversal. 

Finally, Petitioners repeat the arguments they made in their "complement[ary]" writ 

petition. They are just as meritless here. The panel was properly constituted, no public right of 

access was denied, and Petitioners waived all objections by not raising them below. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

In 1991, VALIC entered into an annuity contract ("1991 Contract") with CPRB to 

provide a high-yield, fixed-annuity investment for enrollees in the Teachers' Defined 
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Contribution Plan ("TDC"). Beginning in March 2008, Petitioners sought to liquidate 78.3% of 

the funds invested in the 1991 Contract for transfer to the West Virginia Teachers' Retirement 

System ("TRS"), despite a 20%-per-year restriction on mass withdrawals from the annuity. 

In December 2008, Petitioners asked V ALIC to move the funds into an identical contract 

with 1MB ("2008 Contract"), assuring that it was not an "attempt to liquidate." But eight days 

after signing the agreement, with no explanation, 1MB demanded a full liquidation. V ALlC 

adhered to the withdrawal restriction, making five payments over four years, with interest. 

The parties' ensuing litigation, concluding with a final, binding, and non-appealable 

arbitration, is discussed below, followed by a discussion of the relevant evidence. 

I. Procedural History 

A. Petitioners me suit and the parties move for summary judgment. 

On November 12,2009, Petitioners sued VALlC, seeking only a declaration from the 

circuit court that they could transfer 100% of the annuity funds to TRS without restriction. Joint 

Appendix ("JA") at 2,9-10. But in 2012, after a steady bull market, Petitioners added a damages 

claim, asserting that they could have made more than the 4.5% return guaranteed by V ALlC had 

they invested in hypothetical stocks and bonds. JA54. 

In 2013, before discovery was fully completed, the parties cross-moved for summary 

judgment. V ALlC argued primarily that Petitioners lacked the "actual, justiciable controversy" 

necessary to sue under the two agreements. JA65-66, 121-22. Petitioners cross-moved that the 

annuities should be construed unambiguously in Petitioners' favor, permitting the transfer of the 

entire amount at once. JAI89-92. The circuit court granted VALlC's motions and dismissed the 

suit. JA474,485. Petitioners appealed both the granting ofVALlC's motions and the denial of 

their own. JA502-03. On November 14,2014, this Court reversed the circuit court's judgment 

and held that a justiciable controversy existed and that both CPRB and 1MB had standing to sue. 
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1MB v. VALIC, 234 W.Va. 469,478,481, 766 S.E.2d 416 (2014). The Court also reversed the 

trial court's decision that the parties' agreements were unambiguous. Id. at 485. Far from 

directing the trial court to interpret the contract in a particular way, this Court held the 

withdrawal restriction was "decidedly ambiguous" and remanded so the Business Court could 

evaluate the parol evidence, including "custom or usage," relating to both contracts. Id. 

This Court did not adopt Petitioners' arguments that the contracts should be construed to 

unambiguously permit withdrawal from the V ALIC annuity in one lump sum, even though 

Petitioners sought exactly that ruling by appealing the denial of their own summary-judgment 

motions. Rather, the Court pointedly declined to resolve factual disputes. Id. at 476 n.29, 478 

("That controversy has yet to be resolved."). It also expressly reversed the circuit court finding 

that the agreements were unambiguous. Id. at 485. And while Petitioners highlight out-of

context snippets from the Court's decision (e.g., Petitioners' Opening Br. ("POB") at 15-16,20

21,31-32), they neglect that this Court, in reviewing the summary judgment in V ALIC's favor, 

was required to "draw any permissible inference from the underlying facts in the light most 

favorable" to Petitioners, Painter v. Peavy, 192 W.Va. 189, 192,451 S.E.2d 755 (1994), and 

resolve "any doubt" as to issues of material fact "against [V ALIC]." Syl. Pt. 6, Aetna Cas. & 

Sur. Co. v. Fed. Ins. Co. ofN.Y, 148 W.Va. 160,133 S.E.2d 770 (1963); see infra. p. 37. 

Finally, as discussed immediately below, this Court had before it none of the extensive parol 

evidence developed by the parties post-remand that confirmed V ALIC's contract interpretation. 

B. Extensive post-remand discovery. 

Petitioners refer only briefly to "a period of additional discovery" following remand. 

That new discovery, which focused on the parol evidence surrounding the contracts and included 

written discovery, witness statements, and seven additional depositions, was in fact central to the 

Business Court panel's ultimate decision. Among the deponents was James Sims, the CPRB 
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executive director who negotiated the 1991 Contract with V ALIC. He conceded, among other 

things, that VALlC's 4.5% interest rate would not have been possible without a withdrawal 

restriction and that the 1991 letter ofunderstanding ("1991 LOU") was a "snapshot" of how the 

contract would apply to investment options available in 1991, not a rewrite of the deal as 

Petitioners contend. JA5847, 5859-60 [93:13-17,96:2-11, 143:10-144:1, 144:23-146:3]. And 

VALlC's fonner chief actuary, Mike Akers, confinned that VALlC could not have offered an 

annuity, much less one that complied with its regulatory obligations, if teachers could liquidate 

funds at any time for transfer to TRS. JA5026-28, 5035-36. CPRB's Rule 30(b)(7) witness 

disclosed for the first time that no one at CPRB had ever stated the view prior to litigation (either 

internally or externally) that the 20% withdrawal restriction did not apply to the 2008 transfers. 

JA5774-76 [96:23-97:9,96:10-14,101:4-102:1]. VALlC also secured sworn testimony from 

Joseph Jankowski, CPRB's Executive Director from 2003 to 2005, who evaluated the 

withdrawal restriction and reported to the CPRB board that "the annuity could only be liquidated 

through five annual withdrawals." JA5055. 

V ALIC's annuity expert, Stephen Rosen, who has personally designed and administered 

over 1,000 pension plans and negotiated hundreds of annuities, testified that based on well

established standard industry custom and practice, the 20% restriction would apply to 

Petitioners' attempted mass transfer. JA6555-59, 6807, 6813. Petitioners' expert, Dr. Edward 

O'Neal, conceded that he has never seen an annuity without either a surrender charge or a 

withdrawal limitation (JA6588 [83:10-16]) and admitted that V ALIC would not have offered 

"the annuity that [it] offered" if "teachers could transfer to [TRS] at will." JA6590 [93: 11-23]. 

The parties also resumed discovery on Petitioners' $96.3 million "lost investment 

opportunity" damages claim. It was quickly exposed as a creation of Petitioners' counsel, 
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wholly lacking in evidentiary support. V ALlC's expert proved that the damages calculation 

assumed investments by TRS in risky stocks and "alternatives" that 1MB could not have made 

without violating its own published investment guidelines and West Virginia law. JA2875-99, 

6391-98. Petitioners' calculation also relied on a cherry-picked "start date" at the bottom of the 

market that differed from when Petitioners' witnesses claimed they would have invested the 

funds. JA2268-75, 2852-61, 6659-61. Correcting for that one error alone, Petitioners' alleged 

damages were $0. ld., JA2859. 

The testimony in response from Petitioners' damages expert, Chad Coffman, was 

dispositive: he did not know who came up with the "lost investment opportunity" theory or if it 

was appropriate, could not say who made the calculations he relied on, and had no idea whether 

any of Petitioners' damages figures was "correct." JA2863-73. He also conceded that he did not 

consider 1MB's investment guidelines or statutory limits and that Petitioners' calculations 

violated those limits. JA2893-99. Mr. Coffman did not dispute that simply changing the cherry

picked start date to the proper date resulted in $0 damages. JA2860-61, 6660-61. 

This was the state ofthe record-far different from the one this Court reviewed at 

summary judgment-when the parties headed to trial in September 2016. 

c. Petitioners waive trial by jury and agree to binding arbitration. 

On September 19, 2016, prior to the scheduled pretrial conference, representatives for the 

parties met in chambers with Judge Wilkes, the presiding judge and Business Court Chair. See 

No. 17-0682, Summary Response of Respondent Hon. Christopher C. Wilkes ("Judge Wilkes 

Br.") at 2. As detailed in VALlC's response to Petitioners' writ petition, all parties agreed in 

discussions with one another and with Judge Wilkes to waive trial by jury. ld. at 3. The parties 

agreed instead to a binding and non-appealable arbitration before a panel comprised of Judge 
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Wilkes and Business Court Judges Joanna Tabit and Paul T. Farrell. ld.; JAI478-81. 1 

The parties also agreed to mediate once more and asked Judge Wilkes to serve as the 

mediator. Judge Wilkes Br. at 3. Judge Wilkes explained that he normally would not mediate or 

arbitrate a case before him, and would do so only with the parties' express consent, which they 

readily provided. ld. at 4. The mediation, however, was unsuccessful. 

The parties negotiated the mediation and arbitration terms and agreed to a Joint 

Stipulation, providing that the panel's decision will be "binding," "fmal" and "non-appealable." 

JA1478-81. Both parties signed and submitted the Joint Stipulation to Judge Wilkes, who signed 

it and had it entered. ld. at JAI481-82; W.Va. Tr. Ct. R. 24.01. 

As required by the Joint Stipulation, the parties submitted 25-page pre-hearing briefs on 

January 11,2017. JAI487,1965. Petitioners' brief did not contain any objections to the 

proceeding. Instead, Petitioners confirmed that "[a]t the pretrial conference, the parties agreed to 

submit the matter to arbitration before this three-member Business Court panel." JA1495. 

D. Petitioners participate in the arbitration without objection. 


At the outset of the March 2017 arbitration hearing, Judge Wilkes noted the parties had 


agreed to a confidential arbitration "as allowed by law." JA1998. Judge Wilkes then explained 

that "you cannot preclude the public or anyone from ... observing [the arbitration]. So I think 

we're not going to be able to blanket much, if anything, in confidentiality." ld. 

Over the first two days of the arbitration, each party presented a five-hour "evidentiary 

proffer." Petitioners' proffer included 190 exhibits, the reading of testimony from 11 witnesses, 

and over 170 PowerPoint slides. V ALiC's proffer included over 90 additional exhibits, the 

These events are also detailed in the Declaration of Richard J. Doren. V ALIC has moved in 
Petitioner's writ proceeding for this Court to consider the Doren Declaration. See No. 17-0682, 
Mot. for Leave to File Suppl. App'x, filed Sept. 19,2017, and Suppl. App'x at pp. 835-842. 
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reading and/or video presentation of testimony from 12 different witnesses, and over 280 

PowerPoint slides. JA2648-2927. On the final day, each party presented three hours of closing 

argument. As detailed in V ALIC's writ response, the arbitration hearing was open to the pUblic. 

Afterward, the parties each submitted 30-page post-hearing briefs. Petitioners' brief 

included no objections to the arbitration. JA3163,3197. "[A]t no point during the pre

arbitration memorandums, arbitration, or post-arbitration written arguments did any party raise 

concern with the Panel's authority to conduct a binding arbitration." Judge Wilkes Br. at 5. And 

Petitioners' counsel reported to the CPRB board that "the arbitration went well."2 

E. The Final Decision and post-arbitration proceedings. 

On April 28, 2017, the Business Court panel issued a unanimous "Final Decision" in 

favor ofVALIC. JA3234. Consistent with this Court's 2014 decision, the panel focused on the 

parol evidence, including custom and usage, negotiating history, and course ofperformance. 

The panel held that Petitioners were "not entitled to withdraw the funds in one lump sum without 

restriction, and accordingly, [are] not entitled to any damages." Final Decision ("FD") 11. 

On May 9, 2017, Judge Wilkes entered a Final Order, which referenced the parties' 

agreement "to a binding arbitration before a three-judge panel" and, as per the panel's ruling, 

retired the matter from the docket. JA3246. Petitioners never moved below to vacate or clarify 

the Final Decision. As Judge Wilkes explained, "[a]t no time prior to the fmal decision did 

[Petitioners] object, file a writ ofprohibition, or express any concern that a Rule or Statute was 

being violated." Judge Wilkes Br. at 4. Petitioners nevertheless noticed this appeal on May 26, 

2 CPRB Meeting Minutes for Apri119, 2017, submitted as part ofVALIC's Supplemental 
Appendix in the writ proceeding at p. 812. Petitioners have not opposed the Court's 
consideration ofthese minutes (Resp. to Supp!. App'x Mot., No. 17-0682, filed Sept. 20,2017, at 
1-2). The minutes are also judicially noticeable as a public record, Far Away Farm, LLC v. 
Jefferson Cty. Bd. a/Zoning Appeals, 222 W.Va. 252,258 n.9, 664 S.E.2d 137 (2008), and as 
part of this Court's file, Matter a/Breedlove, 186 W.Va. 279, 282,412 S.E.2d 473,476 (1991). 
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2017, and initiated their "complement[ ary]" writ petition two months later, on August 4, 2017. 

II. 	 The Evidence Presented to the Panel 

A. 	 The 1991 Contract was founded upon a central bargain: a minimum 4.5% 
interest rate in exchange for a restriction against mass withdrawals. 

In 1990, after years of severe funding shortfalls, the Legislature closed TRS to new 

entrants and formed the TDC. Akin to a 401 (k) plan, the TDC became the only retirement plan 

available to newly-hired teachers. In 1991, CPRB sought, and V ALIC agreed to provide, a fixed 

annuity to serve as one of the investment options for TDC participants. See FD2; JA4057. 

As explained to the panel by both sides' pension experts and confirmed by VALlC's 

longtime chief actuary, fixed annuity contracts are based on a fundamental quid pro quo: an 

insurer provides a guaranteed rate of return in exchange for significant limitations on the ability 

to withdraw funds from the annuity. JA2140-53. The evidence regarding the negotiations 

between CPRB and VALIC in 1991 reflect this fundamental exchange. Indeed, VALIC told 

CPRB during contract formation that the 20% restriction was needed for V ALIC to invest in the 

conservative assets necessary to support favorable interest rates to be paid to teachers for 

decades. FD3. Based on that evidence, the arbitration panel found "[t]he parties built their 

contract around a central bargain": V ALIC would pay a minimum annual interest rate of4.5% 

in perpetuity; in return, the parties would restrict mass withdrawals to 20% per year. FD2, 6. 

In exchange for V ALIC guaranteeing such a high return, the parties negotiated an 

endorsement to the 1991 Contract that applied the 20% restriction to any "withdrawal for 

transfer" to any "funding entity." JA4066. V ALIC agreed to exclude two specific types of 

transfers from this comprehensive 20% restriction-transfers to the TDC stock fund and bond 

fund-because annuity investors (and conservative teachers) are unlikely to make sudden, mass 

transfers from a fixed-rate investment such as an annuity to volatile stock and bond funds. 
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JA5034-35. At the hearing, both parties' experts agreed with this assessment. JA2174-75,6592

93. Thus, allowing such transfers did not expose V ALIC to the risk ofmass withdrawal. 

The 1991 Contract also precluded any transfers to IRS-the entity Petitioners now claim 

they can transfer funds to at will. As noted by Petitioners, CPRB's RFP was one ofthe four 

documents comprising the 1991 Contract. Ihe RFP included and attached the 1990 statute that 

created the IDe and set forth its legal framework. JA4003. And pursuant to that statute, which 

the panel correctly found was "attached and incorporated" into the 1991 Contract, transfers from 

the IDC to IRS were completely prohibited. FD2; JA2692-98. As Petitioners concede (POB 

3), when the 1991 Contract was formed, state law had closed IRS and mandated that the IDC 

was the only plan available to newly-hired teachers. JA2692-98, 4003, 5853. 

Moreover, despite Petitioners' contentions to the contrary, the 1991 Contract did not 

provide participants the right to an unrestricted "surrender" of invested funds. Infra p. 26. West 

Virginia law likewise provides no "inherent" surrender right for annuity participants. Id. The 

only way a IDC participant could withdraw any funds out of the IDC was to leave his or her 

job: by retirement; death; disability; or other termination of employment. As long as the 

participant remained a West Virginia teacher, the funds remained in the IDe. JA3027. It was 

within this legal framework that V ALIC responded to the RFP and agreed to offer an annuity 

contract. 

The 1991 LOU also did not change the temlS of the parties' agreement. Ihe LOU was 

written "pursuant to" the law that prohibited transfers to IRS. JA3374, see also JA2178, 2393, 

2724. And, as Jim Sims, the former CPRB Executive Director who signed the 1991 Contract, 

conceded, the LOU was a "snapshot" ofhow the 20% restriction would apply to the four 

investment options in existence at the time and was not intended to change the broad transfer 
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restriction as set out in the endorsement. JA5859-60 [143:10-144:1, 144:23-146:3]. 

Critically, all of the relevant witnesses agreed that V ALIC could not and would not have 

entered into the 1991 Contract if transfers to TRS could occur at will, and Petitioners did not 

offer any relevant testimony in response. Even Petitioners' expert, Dr. O'Neal, whose testimony 

the Business Court panel cited, conceded that "ifteachers could move out at will," then "VALIC 

probably wouldn't have offered the annuity that [it] offered." FD6 (quoting JA6590 [93:20-23]). 

VALIC's Chief Actuary Mike Akers reinforced this, offering unrebutted testimony that VALIC 

would not even have bid on the annuity ifteachers could withdraw en masse. JA5026. And 

Mr. Sims agreed it would be "impossible" for V ALIC to guarantee a minimum 4.5% return if 

teachers could move out of the annuity at any time. JA2684-87. Mr. Sims recognized, like the 

other witnesses, that "to honor [a 4.5% minimum rate], an annuity company would need to know 

that it could invest its money for the long run without fearing massive withdrawals and knowing 

that it could invest in high grade, high yield, long-term investments." JA5847; see also JA5026

28 [Akers], 5051-52 [Jankowski], 6552-59 [Rosen]. 

B. 	 From 1991 to 2008, CPRB repeatedly recognized that the 20% restriction 
would apply to any mass liquidation attempt. 

The evidence at the hearing established that V ALIC honored its contractual promise to 

pay at least 4.5% interest, and it often paid considerably more. JA2744, 6468. VALIC paid 

these high rates even when benchmark interest rates plummeted below 1 %. See JA2745. 

From 1991 to 2008, there were no mass transfers out of the annuity. While Petitioners 

allege that V ALIC permitted "wholesale surrender ofportfolios by entire groups ofparticipants" 

in 1995 and 2001, the evidence before the panel was that only a "handful" of teachers transferred 

and "they were special circumstances because the idea was to get everybody out of that plan and 

into the [TDC)." JA2763-66,5865. Only 11 teachers transferred to TRS in 1995, and there is 
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evidence ofjust one teacher with VALlC funds transferring in 2001. JA2399-2406, 2768-72, 

2787-92. Dr. O'Neal conceded that these transfers-representing a fraction of 1% of the total 

investment in the annuity-are not comparable to the 2008 proposed mass transfer. JA2773-74. 

The panel also heard evidence that CPRB regularly reviewed the 1991 Contract and knew 

the withdrawal restriction applied to any mass liquidation. Each time it studied the annuity, 

CPRB decided that its high, safe returns made it a sound TDC investment option. JA2407-13. 

For example, the panel learned that CPRB hired Mercer, the world's largest human

resources consulting fIrm, to analyze the V ALIC annuity in 1994. Mercer flatly told CPRB that 

"there is a 20% transfer limitation[]" if "the State should terminate its contract with VALlC." 

JA2757,3899. Mr. Sims, the CPRB Executive Director, testifIed that he reviewed and presented 

the Mercer report to the CPRB board, and the board decided to keep the V ALIC annuity. 

JA5863. In 2000, Mercer again directed CPRB to the restriction, advising that it seek "more 

flexible exit provisions[.]" JA4173. CPRB made no changes. JA2209,5787. 

In late 2003 and early 2004, Joe Jankowski, CPRB's then-Executive Director, reviewed 

the 1991 Contract and concluded it "limited withdrawals to 20% per year, unless the withdrawal 

was for transfer to [the stock or bond fund]." JA5051. Mr. Jankowski also hired an expert 

pension consultant, Joseph Chadwick, to further review the annuity and assess the 20% 

restriction. JA5053. Chadwick concluded that "VALIC has the right (at its election) to limit 

surrenders to 20% per year." JA4194. Mr. Jankowski presented Chadwick's report. to CPRB's 

Accounting and Investment Committee, which included CPRB's longtime Chairman David 

Wyant, an experienced business lawyer. JA2216, 4188,5054. The Committee discussed the "5 

year extraction period" and various options, including "renegotiate with V ALlC" and maintain 

the "status quo." JA4188. Italso discussed "the fact that the annuity could only be liquidated 
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through five annual withdrawals." JASOSS. But with the favorable 4.S% guaranteed rate, the 

Committee maintained the "status quo." JA2217, SOSS. 

The panel heard all of this evidence and correctly found that, "[b]efore 2008, every CPRB 

representative that evaluated the 1991 Contract agreed that the 20% restriction would apply to 

any mass withdrawal by the State." FD6. 3 

C. 	 During 2008, Petitioners interpreted the 20% restriction to apply to transfers 
to TRS. 

In March 2008, the legislature passed a new law permitting all teachers in the TDC to opt 

to transfer to TRS. This law largely reversed the prior law that was still incorporated in the 1991 

Contract. FD2-3; supra p. 10. Over 78% ofTDC participants elected to transfer to TRS. FD3. 

Petitioners contend that V ALIC "asserted for the first time" in June 2008 that the 20% 

restriction applied to transfers to TRS. POB 10. But this ignores the uncontradicted testimony 

of Jim Coppedge, V ALlC's General Counsel, who provided the panel with a sworn description 

of a meeting with Governor Manchin and other officials (including the Executive Director and 

others from CPRB) in March 2008 on the Friday before the 2008 legislation was passed. 

JAS041-42. As the panel found, Mr. Coppedge informed everyone in the meeting about the 20% 

restriction and its application to transfers to TRS, and "no one disagreed" with what he said. 

FD7; JA2219-26.4 Thus, since even before the 2008 legislation, VALIC has plainly stated that 

the 20% withdrawal restriction would apply to transfers to TRS.5 

3 Unless otherwise stated, any emphasis in quoted materials has been added. 


4 Mr. Coppedge also explained at the meeting that V ALIC sometimes accepts a payment in lieu 

of the 20% restriction and that a rough calculation of that payment was $11.S million. JAS042. 

Other meeting participants referred to this as a "surrender charge." Mr. Coppedge clarified that 

this terminology was incorrect because the contract does not include a surrender charge. Id. In 

fact, the surrender charge in the contract was removed and replaced by the 20% restriction. 


j Petitioners state that V ALIC was the only TDC investment provider not to liquidate assets for 
transfer to TRS right away. POB 10. But there is no evidence any other provider had a 
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Until this lawsuit was filed, no one from CPRB or 1MB disagreed with V ALIC or 

provided an alternative interpretation permitting transfer, let alone asserted the arguments 

Petitioners make now. To the contrary, on June 30, the day before the new law became 

effective, CPRB's Executive Director Anne Lambright, whom the panel called "a lawyer, 

pension specialist and deeply familiar with the contract" (FD7), wrote to the CPRB board: 

To remind those of you who have not read it, V ALIC permits only 20% transfers 
per year but does not apply the 20% per year restriction if the withdrawal is for 
transfer to the funding entity for the WV ORP Common Stock Fund or the WV 
ORP Bond Fund. 

JA4212. Ms. Lambright was referring to the limited exception permitting transfers to the TDC 

stock fund and bond fund. But she counseled her board that the 20% restriction would otherwise 

apply. No one-not Mr. Wyant, CPRB's Chairman since the board approved the 1991 Contract, 

or anyone else at CPRB-responded and claimed that the withdrawal restriction did not apply. 

Indeed, Great West, which the panel found was "a firm specializing in the administration of 

retirement plans and annuity agreements," agreed with Ms. Lambright that CPRB's "only 

option" was "a 5 year payout of some kind." FD7; JA4213, 4225. 

To comply with the restriction, Ms. Lambright formed a plan to transfer funds to 1MB 

through the bond fund. In an email to Great West, she stated that "the endorsement allows the 

withdrawal to go to the bond fund (or stock fund) without penalty." JA421O,4213. 

On July 2, Ms. Lambright confirmed with Mr. Coppedge that "we are in agreement that 

we are abiding by the Endorsement language" and told him that she directed Great West to 

"transfer [the V ALIC accounts] to our WV Bond fund, in compliance with the Endorsement 

withdrawal restriction in its contract. V ALIC was also the only TDC annuity option. As low
risk, stable-return investments, annuities are different from stock or bond funds that can be 
quickly liquidated at market rates. Supra p. 9. VALIC offered unrebutted evidence that as an 
insurer offering an annuity, it could not have waived its withdrawal restriction without regulatory 
scrutiny. JA5037. 
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provisions." JA4215. VALlC agreed that the bond transfer complied with the terms of the 

parties' contract and helped Ms. Lambright in arranging the transfer. JA4222 , 5044. 

During this time, 1MB was fully aware of the withdrawal restriction and Ms. Lambright's 

bond-fund transfer plan. On July 10, for example, Ms. Lambright informed the 1MB board that 

she was "looking at this transfer to the bond fund as the way I could get out all the TDC V ALlC 

money ... without the 20% limitation." JA4224. And when concerns arose whether the bond 

fund would accept the transfer, Ms. Lambright reminded 1MB's Executive Director Craig 

Slaughter and plan administrator Great West of the withdrawal restriction: "You have seen the 

VALlC contract - the 20% limitation only does not apply if it goes to the WV bond or 

common stock fund." JA4225. The bond fund, however, declined to accept the funds, and the 

bond-fund transfer never occurred. JA4231. 

Even during these discussions there was no suggestion that the 20% restriction did not 

apply to the attempted transfer. To the contrary, on July 21, Ms. Lambright wrote to her board: 

It is my current understanding from Jim Coppedge, General Counsel for V ALlC
AlG, that they will honor the agreement negotiated by the Board in the 1990's 
and allow all the former TDC V ALIC accounts to be transferred to the WV bond 
fund OR allow 20% of the total former TDC VALlC accounts to be liquidated 
this year (and 20% ... each year for the next 4 years) to be invested by WV-IMB. 

JA4230. Once again, no one who received Ms. Lambright's emails ever disagreed with her 

consistent statements that the restriction applied to transfers to TRS. 

The Panel also saw testimony from CPRB's Rule 30(b)(7) witness, tasked to identify any 

instance in which CPRB had communicated, either orally or in writing, the interpretation of the 

withdrawal restriction asserted in this litigation. The admission was stark: 

Q. Ms. Miller, as you sit here today under oath as the representative ofCPRB, 
you have no recollection of any discussion in which a representative from CPRB 
said that the 20 percent withdraw[al] restriction did not apply to the transfers 
initiated as a result of the 2008 legislation, correct? 
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A. I have no recollection of it. 

JA5774-75. Thus, as the panel found, everyone understood in 2008 that the 20% limitation 

applied to Petitioners' attempted withdrawal, and no one ever said otherwise. 

Long after this lawsuit was filed, Ms. Lambright maintained the view that the withdrawal 

restriction applied to the transfer to TRS. When asked under oath whether V ALIC improperly 

refused to transfer funds to TRS, Ms. Lambright testified: "[t]he contract that CPRB has with 

V ALIC does specifically limit the percentage of V ALIC holdings that can be transferred to 

another entity or cashed out to 20 percent at one time." JAS444; FD7. Ms. Lambright has never 

recanted her testimony, nor has she ever adopted the interpretation(s) Petitioners urge here. 

D. 	 The parties expressly agreed that the 20% restriction remained in place and 
in force for the 2008 Contract. 

In September 2008, after Ms. Lambright's bond-fund transfer plan did not go through, 

Ms. Lambright and Mr. Slaughter asked V ALIC to enter a second annuity contract with 1MB to 

facilitate the transfer of funds to TRS. They stated to VALIC that "[t]his involves no liqUidation 

ofthe funds just a new fiduciary for these V ALIC accounts." JA4238. 

VALIC's Frederick Sdao spoke with Ms. Lambright and Mr. Slaughter on September 19, 

and "Ms. Lambright confirmed that the request for a second contract was not designed or 

intended as a way to liquidate thefunds being transferred." JAS074-75. Mr. Sdao confirmed 

this in an email.stating ...IMBwouldthenholdthoseassetsinthenewannuity ... This is not an 

attempt by the CPRB or 1MB to liquidate the assets in the new fixed annuity contract." JA4235

36. Mr. Slaughter and Ms. Lambright both agreed. Id. 

As the panel held, V ALIC relied on these representations. JA504S-46. On September 

25, 2008, Mr. Coppedge told Petitioners that V ALIC would agree to a contract "materially 

similar (i.e., form, endorsements, rates, and tenus) to the contract issued to the CPRB ... with the 
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understanding that such an exchange is not an attempt by the CPRB or any State party to 

liquidate the assets in the existing fixed annuity contract contrary to its terms and conditions." 

JA4239. Petitioners never challenged Mr. Coppedge's direct statement to them. 6 

The panel was shown that 1MB's Mr. Slaughter knew how both CPRB and VALIC had 

interpreted the 20% restriction during 2008, and specifically that the restriction applied to the 

transfers to TRS. JA2236-41, 2254-58, 4224-30,6007-10,6020-21. Mr. Slaughter also knew 

that V ALIC intended for the 20% restriction to apply under the 2008 Contract. Id. He never told 

V ALIC he thought otherwise, nor did he ask to remove the 20% restriction in negotiations, 

because he knew V ALIC would not agree. Id. And Mr. Slaughter was correct-VALIC would 

not have agreed to the new contract if 1MB had revealed an intent to liquidate the funds at once. 

JA5046, 5074, 5394. So, instead, he told V ALIC that there would be no attempt to use the 2008 

Contract to liquidate the funds. JA4235-36. 

In October 2008, Mr. Slaughter asked for "language clarifying the nature of the parties 

and the purpose of the agreement." Mr. Sdao told Mr. Slaughter he should "feel free to propose 

any agreement or understandings you deem necessary." JA4260. Mr. Slaughter responded with 

the 2008 LOU, drafted with the assistance of outside counsel, that specifically incorporated the 

September emails confirming the new contract was not being used to liquidate the annuity. 

JA4263. The 2008 LOU did not state or imply that the 20% restriction would not apply to 1MB. 

JA4291. Rather, it expressly made 1MB the "participant" under the annuity (JA4292), and the 

endorsement states the 20% restriction applies to "participants" (JA3367). The 2008 LOU is 

6 Petitioners now suggest that VALIC was uncooperative with Ms. Lambright's efforts but 
"finally agreed" to assist the State by entering in the 2008 Contract. POB 11. But the evidence 
belies this claim. Indeed, Ms. Lambright admitted in her deposition that V ALIC's Jim Coppedge 
''was always as helpful as he could be to me.... He was really good to me." JA5583 [273:3-19]. 
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thus further confmnation that 1MB intended to be bound by the withdrawal restriction. JA2259, 

4282, 4292.7 

VALlC entered into the 2008 Contract, and immediately transferred $248,345,458 to it. 

The very next day, 1MB scheduled a meeting with trial counsel. JA3127, 4294. After that, Mr. 

Slaughter wrote VALlC a four-sentence letter demanding "withdrawal of all funds." JA4295. 

Mr. Coppedge's stunned response came on December 21. "While [your letter] seems to 

be written in plain English, I do not understand your intent." JA4297. The two men spoke 

thereafter by phone, and Mr. Slaughter offered clipped excuses for his silence before signing the 

contract. JA5047. Mr. Slaughter could not articulate any contractual basis for his withdrawal 

demand. Id. He pointed to no contract provisions or offered any explanation in support of a 

restriction-free withdrawal. Id. Notably, Mr. Slaughter advanced none of the legal arguments, 

"surrender" or otherwise, that Petitioners' lawyers fashioned years later for litigation. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Petitioners ignore that they freely agreed to the "final," "binding," and "non-appealable" 

arbitration they now attack as unlawful. They now ask this Court to ignore these realities as 

well. Petitioners also ask this Court for de novo review of the Final Decision-a standard of 

review that, even without an appeal waiver, is wholly inapplicable to arbitration decisions. 

These acts by Petitioners are grounds alone to dismiss their appeal, with sanctions. 

On the merits, Petitioners' distorted description of the parties' contractual arrangements 

cannot be squared with the evidence presented to the panel regarding the terms ofthe parties' 

bargain, their 17-year course ofperformance, and the events and admissions leading to the 2008 

7At the hearing the panel saw Mr. Slaughter's personal copy of the 2008 Contract (as maintained 
in his files). JA2259-60. Mr. Slaughter placed the endorsement as the very first page, contrary 
to his current claim that he always believed the endorsement "didn't apply to the !MB." JA6278. 
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Contract. This appeal and the corresponding writ petition are a last-ditch effort to avoid the 

panel's reasoned decision that Petitioners were not pennitted to withdraw funds in a lump sum 

and are not entitled to damages. Petitioners' dissatisfaction with the arbitration result, however 

great, is not a basis to disregard their waiver of appeal or to overturn the Final Decision. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

Oral argument is unnecessary because the appeal is waived, "frivolous" and "the 

dispositive ... issues have been authoritatively decided." W.Va. R.A.P. 18(a)(2)-(3). 

ARGUMENT 

I. 	 Petitioners Expressly Agreed to a "Final," "Binding," and "Non-Appealable" 
Arbitration, Foreclosing this Appeal. 

Petitioners, sophisticated parties represented by sophisticated counsel, concede that they 

"freely" executed the Joint Stipulation that ensured a "fmal," "binding," and "non-appealable" 

arbitration decision. Resp. to Supp!. App'x Mot., No. 17-0682, filed Sept. 20, 2017, at~ 6. They 

cannot explain why they believe they are entitled to appeal the panel's decision that they agreed 

was non-appealable and do not even attempt to show the type of fraud, duress and coercion 

arguments typically seen from parties who have come to regret a knowing and voluntary appeal 

waiver. Instead they completely ignore the issue in their brief. And with good reason: this 

appeal is completely improper. This Court should dismiss it on this ground alone. 

Courts consistently dismiss appeals where the relevant arbitration agreement included 

appeal waiver language virtually identical to that in the parties' Joint Stipulation. In Van Duren 

v. Rzasa-Ormes, 926 A.2d 372,375 (N.J. App. Div. 2007), aff'd, 948 A.2d 1285 (N.J. 2008), for 

example, the parties agreed that the arbitrator's detennination would be "final, binding and 

conclusive, and not subject to an appeal ...." The court dismissed the appeal, stating "[s]uch 

agreements are not contrary to public policy" but rather consistent with "public policies favoring 
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arbitration," such as '''finality and limited judicial involvement. '" Id. at 378-79; see also Aguilar 

v. Abraham, 588 S.W.2d 599, 601 (Tex. Civ. App. 1979) ("a provision providing for waiver of 

right of appeal in arbitration proceedings is not against public policy"); MACTEC, Inc. v. 

Gorelick, 427 F.3d 821, 827 (10th Cir. 2005) (appeal dismissed where arbitration was "fmal and 

nonappealable"); Pratt v. Gursey, Schneider & Co., 80 Cal. App. 4th 1105, 1107-08 (2000) 

(parties agreed "to a fmal determination by binding arbitration" and "expressly waived" appeal). 

The West Virginia Arbitration Act ("WV AA") makes clear that "a party to an agreement 

to arbitrate ... may waive ... the requirements of this article," and the "Appeals" section is not in 

its list of "nonwaivable provisions." W.Va. Code § 55-10-6, 55-10-30. The comments to the 

uniform code adopted by West Virginia confirm that parties are "free" to waive the right to 

appeal. Nat'l Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws, Uniform Arbitration Act 

(2000), § 4 Comment (4)(d). And under West Virginia law, whether a party "waived his right to 

appeal under [an] agreement ... is an issue of contract interpretation," Marcus v. Staubs, 230 

W.Va. 127, 141-42, 736 S.E.2d 360 (2012), and "absent fraud, misrepresentation, duress, or the 

like, the court can assume that the parties intended to enforce the contract as drafted." New v. 

GameStop, Inc., 232 W.Va. 564, 578, 753 S.E.2d 62 (2013) (citation omitted). 

Here, [mality and non-appealability were central to the parties' Joint Stipulation, and 

neither side would have agreed to an exhaustive arbitration if it were simply one more stop to 

further litigation. The Court should hold Petitioners to their word, respect the sophisticated 

parties' agreement, freely entered under court supervision, that neither of them would seek 

appellate review ofthe arbitration decision, and bring this 7-year litigation to a close by 

dismissing this appeal. The Court need not, and in law and equity should not, proceed further. 
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II. 	 Petitioners' Appeal Challenges Legal and Factual Determinations That Are 
Unreviewable Under Black-Letter Law. 

As this Court recently reaffInned, '''the scope ofjudicial review for an arbitrator's 

decision is among the narrowest known at law.'" Cunningham, 237 W.Va. at 71-72. "A court 

'is limited to detennining whether the arbitrators did the job they were told to do-not whether 

they did it well, or correctly, or reasonably, but simply whether they did it.'" Id. at 74 (original 

emphasis). "It has long been the rule in this State that where parties have undertaken arbitration, 

their award is binding and may only be attacked .,. on the basis of ... fraud, undue means, 

evident partiality, and corruption or misconduct." Id. (citations omitted); W.Va. Code § 55-10

25. Indeed, courts have sanctioned parties who challenge an arbitration award for purported 

legal or factual errors, including alleged contract interpretation errors. 8 

Even "manifest disregard of the law is .. , not a ground for challenging an arbitration 

award." Cunningham, 237 W.Va. at 75 & n.23. A "court may not correct even 'grave error' of 

[an] arbitrator" and an "arbitrator's construction offa] contract 'holds, however good, bad, or 

ugly.'" Id. at 75 (citation omitted); see also CDS Family Tr. v. ICG, Inc., 2014 WL 184441, at 

*3 (W.Va. Jan. 15,2014) ("[T]he issue before this Court is simply whether the arbitration panel 

interpreted the parties' Lease, not whether the panel construed the Lease correctly."). 

As the Third Circuit explained, "[c]ourts are not authorized to review the arbitrator's 

decision on the merits despite allegations that the decision rests on factual errors or misinterprets 

the parties' agreement." Major League Umpires Ass 'n v. Am. League ofProf,! Baseball Clubs, 

357 F.3d 272, 279-80 (3d Cir. 2004). "When an arbitrator resolves disputes regarding the 

8 See Cuna Mut. Ins. Soc. v. Office & Profl Employees Int'l Union, Local 39, 443 F.3d 556 (7th 
Cir. 2006); SII Investments, Inc. v. Jenks, 2006 WL 2092639, at *3 (M.D. Fla. July 27,2006); 
DigiTelCom, Ltd. v. Tele2 Sverige AB, 2012 WL 3065345, at *3 (S.D.N.Y July 25,2012); Rueter 
v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 440 F. Supp. 2d 1256, 1267 (N.D. Ala. 2006). 
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application of a contract, and no dishonesty is alleged, the arbitrator's 'improvident, even silly, 

factfmding' does not provide a basis for a reviewing court to refuse to enforce the award." ld.; 

see also United Paperworkers lnt'l Union v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S. 29, 38 (1987) ("[A]s long as 

the arbitrator is even arguably construing or applying the contract ... , that a court is convinced 

he committed serious error does not suffice to overturn his decision."). 

Flying in the face of this dispositive authority (and their appellate waiver), Petitioners 

seek review on "erroneous fmdings of fact and misapplied legal principles" (POB 40}---grounds 

clearly foreclosed by the FAA and WVAA. 9 Petitioners attempt to avoid this by saying the 

panel's rulings "exceeded its powers." POB 31, quoting W.Va. Code 55-10-25(a). But "the 

phrase 'exceeded their powers' ... does not encompass misinterpretations of contractual 

provisions or other errors of law." Visiting Nurse Ass 'n ofFla. v. Jupiter Med. Ctr., 154 So. 3d 

1115, 1136 (Fla. 2014). Rather, an arbitrator "exceeds his power[s]" by adjudicating claims not 

submitted for arbitration-something not at issue here. ld. at 1136-37; see also Nat 'I Ave. Bldg. 

Co. v. Stewart, 910 S.W.2d 334, 350 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995). 

Petitioners also try to circumvent the limited scope of review by claiming the panel did 

not make a "reasoned decision applying West Virginia law." POB 17. But that is just another 

way for Petitioners to say that the panel made legal errors, which is not grounds to vacate. See, 

e.g., Baize v. Eastridge Cos., 47 Cal. Rptr. 3d 763, 768-69 (Cal. App. 2006). And of course the 

Business Court panel here supported its Final Decision with ample reasons (indeed, 11 pages of 

them). There is no serious dispute that the Business Court panel met the "reasoned decision" 

requirement. See Cat Charter, LLC v. Schurtenberger, 646 F.3d 836, 844-45 (11th Cir. 2011). 

9 Citing a summary-judgment decision, Petitioners misstate the law by claiming that this Court 
can review the panel's factual fmdings for "clear error" and legal conclusions "de novo." POB 
19, citing Messer v. Huntington Anesthesia Grp., 222 W.Va. 410, 664 S.E.2d 751 (2008). That 
is simply not the appropriate standard of review here. 
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Petitioners' claim that the panel misapplied the "law of the case" is likewise not grounds 

to vacate. Even if the panel misread this Court's prior opinion-and it did not (infra pp. 23

38)-that is simply another alleged legal error that cannot be challenged. See, e.g., Cipriano v. 

Cipriano, 289 Mich. App. 361, 375-76 (2010) (arbitration award cannot be vacated for "law of 

the case"); Westerbeke Corp. v. Daihatsu Motor Co., 304 F.3d 200,219 (2d Cir. 2002) (same). 

Petitioners' entire merits argument, premised on alleged legal and factual errors, is 

therefore improper and warrants summary dismissal. See Cunningham, 237 W.Va. at 71-72; 

White v. Fitch, 2015 WL 6393911, ~ 22 (Ohio App. Oct. 22, 2015) ('''[W]hen disputing parties 

agree to submit their controversy to binding arbitration, they agree to accept the result, even if it 

is legally or factually wrong. ''').10 

III. 	 The Panel Faithfully Applied West Virginia Law and Correctly Determined the 
Parties' Contractual Intent. 

The law precludes Petitioners from appealing the merits of the arbitration panel's 

decision, but, in any event, the decision was correct. Unlike the limited summary-judgment 

record before this Court in 2014, the record before the Business Court panel in 2017 was robust, 

included new fact evidence and extensive expert testimony, and permitted the panel to assess 

witness credibility. Every facet of evidence--from the purpose and nature of the parties' annuity 

contracts, to the course ofperformance, to Petitioners' binding concessions on the contract 

meaning-favored V ALIC. As the unanimous decision makes clear, this was not a close call. 

10 Even if West Virginia law permitted a challenge to the panel's legal or factual conclusions
and it does not-federal law would preempt. The FAA provides the "exclusive grounds" for 
vacating an arbitration award, which do not include legal or factual errors, and state courts 
cannot expand the scope of review. Hall St. Assocs., L.L.c. v. Mattei, Inc., 552 U.S. 576, 584 
(2008); M & L Power Servs., Inc. v. Am. Networks Int'!, 44 F. Supp. 2d 134, 142 (D.R.I. 1999). 
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A. 	 The panel correctly held that the parties' essential bargain requires 
application of the 20% restriction. 

This Court remanded this case for a trial on the parol evidence, and specifically evidence 

of "custom or usage." 1MB, 234 W.Va. at 485. At the arbitration, only V ALIC proffered 

evidence on how annuities work and the industry custom and practice regarding withdrawal 

restrictions. E.g., JA2140-53, 2222-24, 2653-70, 2807-10. This unrebutted evidence established 

that the 20% restriction was fundamental to the parties' agreement, that VALIC could not have 

guaranteed the 4.5% return if teachers could transfer to TRS at will, and that V ALIC would not 

have offered its annuity to the TDC had mass withdrawals been permitted. Supra pp. 9-11. 

Petitioners' position-rejected by the panel-was that the 20% restriction applied only to 

certain "intra-plan transfers" within the TDC, and teachers could withdraw all their money, at 

will, for transfer to TRS. But under the law at the time of contracting that was "attached and 

incorporated" into the 1991 Contract, transfers to TRS were entirely prohibited, and current 

teachers could not remove their funds from the TDe. Supra p. 10. "The rights and duties of the 

parties to a contract are controlled by the law in effect at the time the contract was executed," 

McGinnis v. Cayton, 173 W.Va. 102, 105,312 S.E.2d 765 (1984), and "[t]his principle presumes 

that contracting parties adopt the terms of their bargain in reliance on the law in effect at the time 

the agreement is reached." u.s. Trost Co. o/N.Y. v. New Jersey, 431 U.S. 1, 19 n.l7 (1977).11 

To facilitate the controlling statutory framework, the parties negotiated a broad 

endorsement that imposed the 20% restriction on any "withdrawal for transfer" to any "funding 

entity." Petitioners' witnesses readily conceded that TRS obviously is a "funding entity" for 

11 Subsequent legislation could not abrogate V ALIC's contractual rights. The parties agreed 
instead that changes to address new laws must be agreed to "in writing"-something that never 
happened here. JA3366 (§ 6.05); see also Williston on Contracts § 30:23; Kia Motors Am. v. 
Glassman Oldsmobile Saab Hyundai, Inc., 706 F.3d 733, 738 (6th Cir. 2013). 
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teachers' retirements (JA6134, 6591-92; see also JA6557), and a pension plan like TRS is the 

ultimate competitor to an annuity, since annuities are designed to mimic pension plans. JA5035, 

6593-94, 6549-59. It would undermine the very purpose ofthe withdrawal restriction in the 

1991 Contract to conclude that transfers to TRS (the State's largest retirement funding entity) fall 

outside the restriction on transfers to any other "funding entity." 

The 1991 LOU changed none of this. In this appeal, as at the arbitration, Petitioners 

ignore that the 1991 LOU was written ''pursuant to" the law that (1) precluded any withdrawals 

outside the IDC by in-service teachers, and (2) prohibited transfers to TRS. JA3374,3307-08; 

supra p. 10. Thus, the letter incorporated the existing statutory restrictions on plan withdrawals. 

Moreover, Mr. Sims confIrmed that the 1991 LOU was simply a "snapshot" of how the 20% 

restriction would apply to the four alternative funding entities in existence at the time, and that it 

was not designed or intended to narrow the broad transfer restriction set out in the endorsement. 

JA5859-60 [143:10-144:1, 144:23-146:3],12 Similarly, the 1998 email byVALIC.sJim Costello 

that Petitioners cite (POB 5-6) was sent at a time when there were still only four other funding 

entities (JA6935). Mr. Costello had no reason to, and did not, address in his email how the 

restriction would apply to any newly added funding entities like TRS. 

The panel thus properly found that CPRB "demonstrated a sophisticated grip on the 

intricacies of the annuity," and ''the very nature of annuities would lead Plaintiffs, le[ d] and 

staffed by sophisticated fInancial minds, to the [contract] interpretation advanced by [VALIC]." 

FD9-10. And as detailed above, when it reviewed the 1991 Contract-with Mercer in 1994 and 

12 Petition~rs developed their current characterization of the 1991 LOU only during litigation. 
No one at CPRB or 1MB mentioned it during the communications surrounding the 2008 
legislation, let alone at any point during the parties' 17-year history. And when the 2008 
Contract was negotiated, Petitioners did not even address the 1991 LOU. Instead they drafted a 
new letter ofunderstanding (the 2008 LOU) that includes none of what the Petitioners now say is 
so critical to interpreting the contract. 
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2000, Chadwick in 2004, and Great West in 2008-CPRB decided the 20% restriction applied to 

all annuity surrenders or withdrawals. Supra p. 12. 

Petitioners disingenuously suggest that they expressed a contrary interpretation to V ALIC 

at the "time of [contract] formation." POB 7, 28. In fact, Mr. Sims, CPRB's signatory on the 

1991 Contract, testified that he had virtually no recollection of any of the contract documents, or 

any communications with V ALIC. 13 And Mr. Sims's unexpressed interpretation of the 

contract-advanced for the first time during litigation, 25 years after signing the contract and 

after preparing with counsel-is patently inadmissible and totally incredible. Conley v. Johnson, 

213 W.Va. 251, 255, 580 S.E.2d 865, 869 (2003) ("the intentions manifested in negotiations 

rather than any had but not disclosed are controlling"). 14 Instead, the panel appropriately focused 

, on Mr. Sims's competent and admissible testimony regarding the need for a withdrawal 

restriction ifVALIC were to guarantee a minimum rate of return of 4.5%.15 

B. 	 Petitioners' "surrender" argument has no contractual basis or record 
support. 

Petitioners' assertion that they can circumvent the parties' bargain simply by recasting 

their attempted withdrawal as a "surrender" has absolutely no connection to the record evidence 

13 See JA5851 [110:24-111:4, 111:11-15] (no recollection why CPRB selected the V ALIC 
annuity); JA5841-42 [72:4-20, 74:24-75:4] (no recollection ofRFP); JA5850, 5848 [105:6-11, 
97:7-14] (no recollection ofVALIC's RFP response); id. at 115:4-9 (no recollection of 1991 
Contract); JA5854 [122:15-123:5, 124:9-24] (no recollection of the endorsement); JA5857-5858 
[133:19-134:4, 140:15-24] (no recollection of the letter ofunderstanding). 

14 See also Ferimer v. Lewis, Hubbard & Co., 114 W.Va. 629, 173 S.E. 264, 265 (1934) ("so far 
as [parol evidence] tends to show not the meaning of the writing but an intention wholly 
unexpressed therein, it is irrelevant"); Cent. States, Se. & Sw. Areas Pension Fund v. Melody 
Farms, Inc., 969 F. Supp. 1034, 1040 (E.D. Mich. 1997) (collecting cases); Spatz v. Nascone, 
424 A.2d 929,942-43 (Pa. Super. 1981). 

IS See Restatement (2d) of Contracts § 212 (1981) ("Statements ofa contracting party 

subsequent to the adoption of an integration are admissible against him to show his 

understanding of the meaning asserted by the other party."). CPRB conceded that it has no 

institutional evidence of contemporaneous communications with VALIC. JA5800-0 1. 
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and was not endorsed by any of their arbitration witnesses, fact or expert. The evidence showed 

that Petitioners always characterized the 2008 liquidation demand for what it was-an attempt to 

withdraw money from the V ALIC annuity for "transfer" to TRS. JA4295 (Slaughter's letter 

requesting a "transfer"), JA6972 (IMB's April 2009 request for "transfer"). Even their original 

complaint spoke exclusively in terms of a "withdraw[al]" for "transfer." JA54 ~ 30; id. ~~ 13, 

16-17, 19-20,22,27,31-33, 38(a). And their annuities expert referred only to "transfers" and 

never once adopted Petitioners' "surrender argument," in either his report or deposition. 

JA3624, 3629-31, 6591, 6593. 

Years after filing suit, Petitioners' counsel first began referring to an attempted 

"surrender," and even that theory has morphed significantly. At the arbitration, Petitioners 

argued they had a statutory surrender right. JA1502-03,2325. V ALIC demonstrated at the 

hearing that Petitioners grossly mischaracterized the statute at issue, omitting the vast bulk of the 

statute's language in their argument. JA2448-51. The panel correctly rejected Petitioner's 

argument, holding that the statute Petitioners relied upon is completely inapt. FD11. Petitioners 

have abandoned their statutory argument on appeal, and rightly so. 

Petitioners now contend that the annuity contracts themselves expressly provide for 

unrestricted "surrenders" at any time. They do not. "[C]ourts ... will not read into annuities an 

inherent right to demand a cash surrender value," New Appleman on Ins. § 91.02,16 and nothing 

in the parties' contracts permit Petitioners to avoid the 20% restriction by calling their transfer a 

"surrender." To the contrary, the endorsement expressly applies the 20% restriction to 

withdrawals of "the Surrender Value" and states that a "Participant may choose to have the 

16 See also Stowe Twp. v. Standard Life Ins. Co. ofInd., 363 F. Supp. 341, 344 (W.D. Pa. 1973) 
("we do not believe that any such [surrender] right can be interpreted to be 'inherent' in such a 
contract"); So. Md. Elec. Co-op, Inc. v. Travelers Ins. Co., 52 Md. App. 140, 140 (1982) (no 
obligation to "payout cash surrender values" where insured wants to terminate the policy). 
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Surrender Value withdrawn for transfer [over five installments]." JA4282. The other references 

in the contract to "surrender" merely explain how the Surrender Value is calculated or confirm 

the absence of a "surrender charge"-but no provision anywhere in the written agreements 

awards Petitioners the right to an unrestricted surrender. 

While Petitioners point to Section 6.08, permitting V ALlC to "defer payment of any 

partial or total surrender" for not more than six months (JA4065), all of the record evidence 

showed that this provision would apply in addition t~not in place of-the 20% restriction. 

JA5036-37, 5357-58, 6555. Moreover, as VALlC proved at the hearing, Section 6.08 is an 

industry standard term permitting payment deferrals for financially distressed insurance 

companies (JA5036-37, 5357-58, 6555), which V ALlC has never invoked in its 60-year history 

(JA5037). Petitioners provided no evidence to the contrary. See JA2184-89, JA2419-21. 

Finally, Petitioners refer to out-of-context deposition testimony from Mr. Coppedge and 

Mr. Rosen distinguishing surrenders from transfers generally (POB 8), but those witnesses 

testified plainly that, in VALIC's contracts, and consistent with industry custom and practice, any 

purported "surrender" of annuity funds was subject to the endorsement and its 20% restriction. 

See JA5346-47 [85:4-86:3], 6804 [67:3-18].17 None ofPetitioners' witnesses with any 

knowledge of annuity contacts-not Ms. Lambright; not Great West, the third-party 

administrator CPRB hired to administer the annuity; not Mercer; not Chadwick; not even 

Dr. O'Neal, Petitioners' hired expert-ever expressed the belief that Petitioners had an 

unrestricted right to "surrender" funds from the VALlC fixed annuity. The Business Court panel 

correctly rejected Petitioners' "surrender" argument. 

17 Petitioners seize on this Court's occasional use of the word "surrender" in its prior opinion 
(POB 8), but ignore references by the Court to Petitioners' "requested withdrawaf' and "transfer 
to TRS." E.g., 1MB, 234 W.Va. at 474,476. Simply put, this Court did not endorse the 
Petitioners' "surrender" argument, in any of its various iterations. 
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C. 	 The parties' course of performance--and Petitioners' application of the 20% 
restriction in 2008-strongly supports the panel's Final Decision. 

CPRB's consistent and long-held interpretation of the withdrawal restriction is powerful 

evidence of the proper construction of the parties' contract. As the panel correctly found, 

"[b]efore 2008, every CPRB representative that evaluated the 1991 Contract agreed that the 20% 

restriction would apply to any mass withdrawal by the State." FD6. See discussion supra p. 12

13. And if any doubt remains after reviewing that evidence, it is removed entirely by Petitioners' 

conduct and statements in 2008 when the transfer to TRS manifested. The contemporaneous 

communications and subsequent sworn testimony from every key witness consistently support 

VALlC's interpretation of the withdrawal restriction. 

From the very first discussion between VALlC and the Governor's office before passage 

ofthe 2008 legislation through the later communications in Summer 2008, Petitioners repeatedly 

and emphatically acknowledged that the endorsement's 20% withdrawal restriction applied to 

the very transfer at issue here. To provide a few examples considered by the panel: 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's June 30 internal email to CPRB board members and staff: "To remind 
those of you who have not read it, V ALIC permits only 20% transfer per year but does 
not apply the 20% per year restriction if the withdrawal is for transfer to the funding entity 
for the WV ORP Common Stock Fund or the WV ORP Bond Fund." JA4212. 

• 	 Great West's June 30 advice to CPRB that, under the VALlC contract, "it appears the only 
option you have is a 5 year payout of some kind." JA4213. 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's June 30 letter to Great West, copying CPRB board members: Transfer of 
V ALlC assets to the bond fund "is necessary to avoid withdrawal surcharges and liquidity 
restrictions on the Valic account." JA4210-11. 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's July 2 email to Mr. Coppedge: "[W]e are in agreement that we are 
abiding by the Endorsement language, in which there is a specific prohibition on surrender 
charges, I would again point out that there are 2 exceptions to the 20% limitation ... the WV 
Common Stock Fund or WV Bond Fund." JA4215. 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's July 2 email to Mr. Coppedge: "[W]e are all now agreed that it is the 
Endorsement provisions that control this matter.... It also allows CPRB to exceed the 
20% withdrawal limitation if the funds are moved to either the stock fund or the bond 
fund .... " JA4220. 
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• 	 Ms. Lambright's July 8 email to Mr. Coppedge: "I assured [Great West] that you made clear 
that we are abiding by the CPRB-VALIC contract as modified by the Endorsement.... " 
JA4222. 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's July 14 email to Craig Slaughter and Great West: "You have seen the 
VALIC contract - the 20% limitation only does not apply if it goes to the [bond or 
stock] fund." JA4225. 

• 	 Ms. Lambright's July 21 email to CPRB board members and Mr. Slaughter: "It is my current 
understanding from Jim Coppedge, General Counsel for V ALIC - AIG, that they will honor 
the agreement negotiated by the Board in the 1990's and allow all the former TDC 
V ALlC accounts to be transferred to the WV bond fund OR allow 20% of the total former 
TDC VALIC accounts to be liquidated this year (and 20% of the former TDC VALIC 
accounts each year for the next 4 years) to be invested by [1MB]." JA4230. 

No one at CPRB, 1MB, or the Governor's office voiced a different conclusion. Indeed, 

CPRB's Rule 30(b)(7) witness testified that no one at CPRB has ever stated, to VALlC or 

internally, that the 20% restriction did not apply to the 2008 transfers to TRS. JA5774-75 

[96:23-97:9]; see also JA5774, 76 [96:10-14, 101:4-102:1]. Taking the evidence of the 1991 

Contract as a whole, the panel found: "Everyone understood that the 20% limitation would 

apply to the type of withdrawal Plaintiffs attempted in 2008, no one ever said otherwise." FD7. 

Faced with no evidence that Petitioners expressed their current view of the withdrawal 

restriction in 2008 (or at any other point in the parties' 17-year history), Petitioners resort to 

suggesting Ms. Lambright didn't really mean what she undisputedly said. And that CPRB went 

along with VALlC's view anyway because V ALlC had "leverage." POB 24. But there is no 

evidence ofany kind to support this novel theory, and none was advanced at the arbitration. 

Similarly, contrary to another new assertion, Ms. Lambright did not have "less than one 

week" to review the 1991 Contract in 2008. POB 10. Rather, she became familiar with it in 

2006 as CPRB's general counsel, and she corresponded with VALlC's Jim Coppedge about it in 

March 2008, immediately after their meeting with the Governor and his staff. JA4199,5523, 

5518. Moreover, Ms. Lambright expressed her understanding of the 20% restriction not only in 

outside communications but in repeated, candid emails to CPRB's board. Supra p. 14. As a 
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lawyer and the executive responsible for administering the annuity, Ms. Lambright had strong 

incentive to accurately describe the operation of the 20% restriction within and outside CPRB. 

It is telling that Petitioners did not offer at the hearing anything from Ms. Lambright to 

explain her repeated admissions that V ALIC's interpretation of the 20% restriction was correct. 

And this had nothing to do with "leverage." Ms. Lambright's deposition testimony in both 2010 

and 2013-after this litigation was filed-is consistent with her written statements in 2008. She 

testified that "[t]he contract that CPRB has with VALlC does specifically limit the percentage of 

V ALlC holdings that can be transferred to another entity or cashed out to 20 percent at one 

time." JA5444 [111:23-112:15]; see also JA5563 [191:2-3]. The panel watched this testimony, 

by video, and saw Ms. Lambright's unwavering conviction that the 20% restriction applied to 

CPRB's "cash out" attempt. Petitioners cannot erase such evidence with a new theory on appeal. 

Were Ms. Lambright an outlier (despite it being her job in 2008 to interpret and apply the 

1991 Contract), Petitioners could have offered testimony from CPRB Chairman David Wyant, as 

to his prior statements regarding CPRB's interpretation of the withdrawal restriction. Or from 

other current or former CPRB employees or agents saying that it was CPRB's stated view at the 

time that the 20% restriction did not apply to the 2008 transfer to TRS. But they did not, because 

no one at CPRB ever stated-prior to this litigation-that the 20% restriction does not apply to 

transfers to TRS. The rhetoric of Petitioners' new appellate counsel cannot erase the evidence, 

and the theories they now espouse were not endorsed by a single witness at the arbitration. 

Petitioners contend that this Court held previously that CPRB believed the 20% 

restriction did not apply, and because of that supposed holding, nothing else matters. POB 20. 

But the portions of this Court's opinion that Petitioners selectively quote dealt with whether 

Petitioners could bring a declaratory judgment action and whether they had standing to pursue 
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that interpretation, not whether they expressed it at the relevant time. See 1MB, 234 W. Va. at 

475-478. As but one example, this ~ourt's statement that "[o]nly by turning a blind eye to the 

events that transpired in this case can it even be suggested that the Board failed to assert its 

claimed right to an aggregate payout" (id. at 477), dealt with the issue of standing to sue, not the 

proper interpretation of the agreements, which the Court left unresolved. 

Given the Court's focus, at summary judgment, on the legal questions ofjusticiability 

and standing, this Court did not "resolve the factual determination" of whether CPRB expressed 

a contractual interpretation supporting demand for 100% of the funds. The Court instead 

observed that VALIC was "apprised of the petitioners' objective to acquire th[e] funds in 

aggregate fashion." 1MB at 476 n.27 & 477. That CPRB wanted a full cash transfer only makes 

their concessions that they were not contractually entitled to one all the more powerful. Supra 

p. 14. Petitioners also misstate that this Court "reject[ed] VALlC's contention that CPRB 'was 

tacitly agreeing that the withdrawal restriction applied to the transfer. '" POB 20. That statement 

was made as to one piece of evidence--a "Transition Information Form"-and cannot support 

Petitioners' overly broad mischaracterization of the Court's decision. 1MB, 234 W.Va. at 477 & 

n.31. 1S 

In contrast to the clear course ofperformance and their overwhelming admissions, 

Petitioners rely on two transactions that they never raised until nearly five years after the 2008 

Contract was signed when their trial lawyers injected them into this dispute. In 2013, 

Petitioners' counsel first posited that because V ALIC previously permitted 11 teachers to 

transfer to TRS in 1995 and one other teacher with V ALIC funds to transfer in 2001, V ALIC 

18 The Court's prior decision was made also on a limited summary-judgment record, before 
discovery closed. Supra pp. 3-5. After remand, CPRB's Rule 30(b )(7) witness gave binding 
testimony that no one at CPRB ever stated that the 20% restriction did not apply to the TRS 
transfers. Supra p. 5. Petitioners have not, and cannot, dispute that testimony. 
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was obligated to pennit the transfer of 15,000 accounts in 2008. CPRB never mentioned this 

made-for-litigation argument in its dealings with V ALIC at the relevant time. Instead, in 2004, 

CPRB's board agreed the 20% restriction applied to any mass liquidation and no one at CPRB 

suggested that the 1995 and 2001 transfers meant otherwise. Supra pp. 12-13. The reality is, as 

the panel heard, the 1995 and 2001 transfers did not signal a change in approach, and they 

involved a minute amount of the money invested in the annuity. Even Petitioners' own expert 

Dr. O'Neal agreed that these transfers, which represent less than 1 % of the total amount invested 

in the annuity, cannot be compared to the 2008 transfers. JA6598 [123: 11-124:2]. 

D. 	 The parties expressly agreed that the 20% restriction remained in place and 
in force for the 2008 Contract. 

Petitioners contend that the 2008 Contract is irrelevant, but the panel correctly disagreed. 

When negotiating the 2008 Contract, V ALIC reaffInned, and Petitioners agreed, that Petitioners 

could not and would not liquidate the annuity funds in violation of the 20% restriction. 

Petitioners now call the 2008 Contract a "detente" that simply passed as ongoing dispute 

with V ALIC from CPRB to IMB. This, too, is another belated creation of counsel. POB 13, 24. 

As discussed above, CPRB and V ALIC were in agreement during 2008 that the 20% restriction 

applied to the TRS transfers, and CPRB never suggested otherwise, even internally. Supra p. 15. 

IMB entered into the 2008 Contract knowing that both CPRB and V ALIC interpreted the 

endorsement's 20% restriction as applying to the TRS transfers. Supra p. 17. And Mr. Slaughter 

made a conscious choice not to openly express a different view. To the contrary, Mr. Slaughter 

specifically represented that he was not requesting the 2008 Contract as a means to liquidate the 

annuity, and he agreed that it was subject to the same terms as the 1991 Contract. 

Petitioners cite Mr. Slaughter's testimony,from 2012, where, for the first time, he opined 
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that the endorsement does not apply to transfers outside the TDC or to 1MB generally. POB 7. 19 

But the panel also saw video ofMr. Slaughter repeatedly conceding, under oath, that he never 

expressed that view to V ALIC. JA2186-87, 2253-55, 6252-54. And the panel saw Mr. 

Slaughter testify that he did not ask that the 20% withdrawal restriction be removed because he 

knew that V ALIC would not agree to it. JA2256-57,6020-21. 

The panel was absolutely correct that, ''under the first principles of contract law," 1MB 

could not use an unexpressed interpretation of the 2008 Contract to bind V ALIC when everyone 

knew V ALIC's fully disclosed, contrary view. This is not "an arcane rule of contract 

interpretation." POB 1. The very first substantive rule in the Restatement (2d) of Contracts 

§ 201 ("Whose Meaning Prevails") addresses the meaning of contracts where, as here, the parties 

expressed only one interpretation: the expressed interpretation controls over any unexpressed 

interpretations. The U.S. Supreme Court has described Restatement § 201 as "hornbook contract 

law." U.S. v. Stuart, 489 U.S. 353, 368 n.7 (1989). Courts regularly apply this foundational rule 

and reject contract interpretations that were not expressed at the time of contracting. 20 

Petitioners claim that § 201 is inconsistent with West Virginia law. POB 22. But they 

have no West Virginia case rejecting it. In West Virginia, as elsewhere, ''the intentions 

manifested in negotiations rather than any had but not disclosed are controlling." Conley, 213 

W.Va. at 255; supra p. 26. Petitioners have never cited a single jurisdiction that does not apply 

Restatement § 201, nor can they fmd any authority for their outlandish claim that "silence is of 

no legal relevance." POB 23. Petitioners' argument would require this Court to declare West 

19 Petitioners' brief actually quotes counsel's paraphrase of Mr. Slaughter's testimony at the 
arbitration. Compare JA 2079 with JA 6126. 


20 See, e.g., United Rentals, Inc. v. RAMHoldings, Inc., 937 A.2d 810, 817, 834-35 (Del. Ch. 

2007); Univ. ofTexas v. U.S., 759 F.3d 437,444 (5th Cir. 2014); Teachers Ins. & Annuity Ass 'n 

ofAm. v. Ocwen Fin. Corp., 2002 WL 237836, at *8-9 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 19,2002). 
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Virginia the fIrst jurisdiction in the country to credit unexpressed contractual interpretations over 

expressed ones, with obvious, undesirable consequences on commercial transactions and the 

desire of out-of-state parties to conduct business in this State. 

Petitioners are also wrong that V ALlC must prove that Mr. Slaughter had "Machiavellian 

motives" to apply § 201. POB 23. This interpretive rule does not require improper motive or 

bad faith, nor do the cases that apply it. See supra p. 34.21 Expressed interpretations control 

over unexpressed ones, and it does not matter why, for good or bad, a party chooses to remain 

silent. 

In any event, Petitioners' excuses for Mr. Slaughter's actions-his fears about VALlC's 

"potential failure"-are unfounded and ineffective. POB 13. There is no basis for Petitioners' 

statements regarding VALlC's fmancial condition. They point to two hearsay academic reports, 

not presented to the panel, that they claim show that V ALlC was at risk of "state takeover and 

potential failure." POB 13 & n.4.22 The evidence at the arbitration was directly to the contrary. 

TX243 at 3; see also JA4390; JA5029, 5033, 5039 [~~ 18,28, 53]. As a regulated insurance 

company, VALlC is required to maintain ample reserves and an additional risk-based capital to 

ensure that it can pay its obligations. JA5028-33. V ALlC's former chief actuary testifIed that 

"[t]hroughout the recession that started in 2008, VALlC maintained all reserves and risk-based 

21 In Cyber Holding LLC v. CyberCore Holding, 2016 WL 791069, at *4 (Del. Ch. Feb. 26, 
2016) (POB 23), the court found simply that the buyer communicated enough to put the other 
side on notice ofan "agreement to disagree"-something that never happened here. 

22 These articles are not subject to judicial notice, which "cannot serve as a remedy for a party's 
failure to introduce readily available evidence of crucial facts before the trial court," 1-2 
Handbook on Evidence for West Virginia Lawyers § 201.06. Further, judicial notice establishes 
only that the documents exist and "may not be for the truth of the matters asserted." Arnold 
Agency v. W. Virginia Lottery Comm 'n, 206 W. Va. 583,587,526 S.E.2d 814 (1999); see U.s. v. 
Schley-Cole, 2013 WL 6073550, at *2 (N.D.W. Va. Nov. 18,2013) (courts "may take judicial 
notice of the existence of matters ofpublic record ... but not the truth of the facts cited therein"). 
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capital required by the Texas Department of Insurance, and it maintained a surplus of at least 

300% ofrisk-based capital throughout this turbulent time. At all times, V ALIC remained fully 

capable of meeting its obligations, and it did in fact do so." JA5039. 23 

Petitioners' argument also makes plain that 1MB, in the economic downturn, was simply 

trying to breach its contract with an AIG-affiliated company-regardless of its obligations under 

the contract. The emails and memos cited by Petitioners (POB 14) illustrate that 1MB's conduct 

was not motivated by objective contractual analysis. Instead, 1MB asserts that after sigping the 

contract, it performed financial due diligence on the V ALIC and its parent, decided in favor of 

liquidation, and then found lawyers to create a contract interpretation supporting that action. 

POB 13; JA6969. Mr. Slaughter may well have believed liquidation and transfer was the safest 

path for TRS during the perilous last months of 2008, but that does not permit him to impose an 

entirely new, and unfounded, contractual interpretation on VALIC. The panel was correct to 

reject 1MB's interpretation of the 2008 Contract.24 

E. The panel did not fail to apply the law of the case. 

Petitioners assert that the panel misapplied the "law of the case." Arbitration awards 

cannot be vacated for such errors (supra p. 23) but Petitioners are wrong in any event. 

First, Petitioners improperly assert that the law-of-the-case doctrine applies where a 

summary judgment was reversed and the case remanded for a trial. But "an appellate court's 

23 Petitioners also suggest that they simply lacked enough ofVALlC's fmancial information 
(POB 14), but that point was thoroUghly disproved at the arbitration. See JA2262-65. 


24 1MB's 2008 risk aversion also undermines the "lost opportunity" damages claim, which was 

premised on a supposed missed "opportunity" to invest in risky stocks and bonds in the teeth of 

the market crash. Damages must be foreseeable at the time of contract, Syl. Pt. 1, Desco Corp. v. 

Harry W. Trushel Constr., 186 W.Va. 430, 431 (1991). 1MB's "first-class tickets on the Titanic" 

fears show that it would not have invested $250 million more in risky stocks at that time and thus 

could not have foreseen "lost opportunity" damages. Even its Rule. 30(b )(7) witness stated 1MB 

was getting more conservative in 2008-"we were hanging on by our fmgemails." JA5653. 
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decision to overturn the granting of [a summary-judgment motion], does not reflect an opinion 

on the ultimate merits of the case" and "[t]he final verdict in a case should be the result of the 

proof offered by the parties." McGinnis, 173 W.Va. at 104. The decision in Urban Associates, 

Inc. v. Standex Electronics, Inc., 2012 WL 1079720 (E.D. Mich. Mar. 30, 2012), is particularly 

instructive because of its procedural posture nearly identical to this one. In Urban Associates, 

the Sixth Circuit reversed summary judgment for the defendant, holding the contract at issue was 

ambiguous. The parties then agreed to an arbitration and the panel ruled for the defendant. The 

district court thereafter rejected plaintiffs argument in seeking to vacate the award that the "law 

of the case" compelled a verdict for plaintiff. Because the Sixth Circuit remanded the case for 

trial after reversing summary judgment, the arbitrators could rule for either party. See id. at *6. 

Petitioners fail to acknowledge that they, too, moved for summary judgment and 

appealed the motion's denial. On appeal, they asked this Court in 2014 to construe the contract 

in their favor as a matter oflaw. JA559-60, 564, 648. Instead, this Court remanded for trial. If, 

in the prior appeal, this Court intended to compel judgment for Petitioners, there would have 

been no need for a remand and reassignment to the Business COurt.2S 

Second, Petitioners ignore that much of the key parol evidence in this dispute was 

developed post-remand. Supra pp. 4-6. As numerous courts have held, an appellate court's 

reversal of summary judgment does not bind the fact finder when, post-remand, the evidential 

25 Petitioners are wrong that this Court directed judgment for them when it merely observed that 
V ALIC drafted the contract's endorsement. POB 30. Contra proferentem is simply one canon 
of construction, and it cannot be used to "contravene the intention of the parties." Marson Coal 
Co. v. Ins. Co. a/State o/Pa., 158 W.Va. 146, 150,210 S.E.2d 747 (1974); see also Urban 
Assocs., 2012 WL 1079720, at *7 ("The general rule of construing an ambiguous contract 
against the drafter does not mean automatically holding in favor of the other party .... 
Otherwise, extrinsic evidence would be irrelevant."); Cline v. Rose, 96 Ohio App. 3d 611,615 
(1994) (same). Here, in addition to applying canons of construction, the panel evaluated the 
parties' extensive extrinsic evidence and determined their contractual intent. 
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record changes. See, e.g., Feesers, Inc. v. Michael Foods, Inc., 591 F.3d 191,207-208 (3d Cir. 

2010) (law.ofthe case inapplicable where the "full record established at trial ... was not 

available to this Court when we decided Feesers's appeal from summary judgment").26 

Third, Petitioners are wrong that the panel contravened the law of the case by failing to 

consider the 1991 Contract. The panel's decision carefully analyzed and addressed the evidence 

related to the 1991 Contract, including (1) Mr. Sims's testimony that VALIC could not have 

offered the annuity if teachers could withdraw at any time (FD6); (2) the repeated reports to 

CPRB between 1991 and 2008 agreeing that the 20% restriction applied to any mass withdrawals 

from the annuity (id.); (3) Mr. Jankowski's and CPRB's understanding of the 20% restriction and 

decision to keep the annuity in place (id.); and (4) all ofCPRB's repeated concessions regarding 

the 20% restriction in 2008 when the parties discussed their understanding of the 1991 Contract 

(id. at 7). These events took place before the parties contemplated a 2008 Contract, leading the 

panel to find that "[b]efore 2008, every CPRB representative that evaluated the J99J Contract 

agreed that the 20% restriction would apply to any mass withdrawal by the State." Id. at 6. 

There is no basis for Petitioners' claim that the panel ignored the 1991 Contract. 27 

F. The panel did not fail to decide any issues. 

Petitioners also are wrong that the panel failed to resolve issues put before it. The panel's 

decision necessarily resolved Petitioners' declaratory relief claim. The panel was asked whether 

26 See also Stagl v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 117 F.3d 76, 79-80 (2d Cir. 1997); Cal. First 
Amendment Coal. v. Woodford, 299 F.3d 868, 879-80 (9th Cir. 2002); Bagley ex rei. Bagley v. 
Creekside Motors, Inc., 913 So. 2d 441, 445 (Ala. 2005). 

27 Petitioners pluck out the panel's statement that the dispute "rests upon the formation of the 
December 2008 replacement contract." POB 17. The panel was referring here to the parties' 
repeated expressions in Summer 2008 of their contractual understanding, and the only contract 
that existed then was the 1991 Contract. The parties agreed that the new 2008 Contract would 
have the same terms. Thus, the panel was correct that the "formation of the [2008 Contract]" 
demonstrated that both parties agreed the 20% restriction applied in both contracts. 
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teachers may transfer their funds outside the TDC without restriction, and it answered no. FDII. 

No further "declaration" is needed. See V ALlC Response to Writ Petition ("V ALlC Resp.") at 

38-39. And in light of the panel's finding that the 20% restriction controlled the dispute, it 

correctly found that Petitioners' § 6.08 argument was moot. Id. at 39. Even if the panel failed to 

decide issues-it did not-the remedy would be remand for clarification, not vacatur. Id. 

IV. Petitioners' Challenges to the Arbitration Proceedings Are Waived and Meritless. 

This Court should summarily reject Petitioners' challenges, recycled from their writ 

petition, to the arbitration procedures conducted by the Business Court. 28 

First, Petitioners waived any challenge by crafting the arbitration, participating in it, and 

failing to object until they lost. See VALlC Resp. at 17-23; Comprehensive Accounting Corp. v. 

Rudell, 760 F.2d 138, 140 (7th Cir. 1985); CDS Family Tr., 2014 WL 184441, at *2 n.6. 

Petitioners' arguments cannot be saved by reframing them as issues of subject-matter 

jurisdiction. That concept applies only to courts, and the Business Court, having been assigned 

the action by this Court, clearly had subject matter jurisdiction. JA 708; W.Va. Tr. Ct. R. 29.03, 

29.04(a); V ALIC Resp. at 19-22. Further, an arbitrator's authority is the product of agreement, 

and Petitioners' failure to object before the arbitration constitutes waiver. See United Indus. 

Workers v. Gov't a/Virgin Islands, 987 F.2d 162, 168-69 (3d Cir. 1993); VALlC Resp. at 19-22. 

Second, the panel composition did not violate West Virginia law. V ALIC Resp. at 23-27. 

All Business Court judges may serve as a "Resolution Judge" with the power ''to mediate, 

arbitrate, or provide any other form ofdispute resolution agreed to by the parties." W.Va. Tr. Ct. 

R. 29.4(e); V ALIC Resp. at 23-25; see also W.Va. Tr. Ct. R. 29.05. Nor did any of the Business 

Court panel judges violate the Code of Judicial Conduct Rule 3.9, since they served on the panel 

28 Petitioners' decision to advance here the same arguments made in their writ petition confirms 
that the "extraordinary Court intervention" (Pet'n at 2) requested there is wholly unnecessary. 
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"as part of [their] assigned judicial duties." See V ALIC Resp. at 25-27. Finally, even if the 

panel was flawed, arbitrator ineligibility is not grounds to vacate an award. Id. at 27-28. 

Third, Petitioners' public-access claim-which they waived by failing to raise-fails 

because there was no violation ofpublic-access rights. VALIC Resp. at 28-31; Judge Wilkes Br. 

at 6. The date, time, and location of the arbitration hearing were all docketed, as were the 

transcripts from the proceeding. VALIC Resp. at 28-29. And even ifthe arbitration violated 

some public-access right (it did not), the remedy is not vacatur of the panel's decision. Hutchins 

v. Garrison, 724 F.2d 1425, 1431 (4th Cir. 1983). 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, VALIC respectfully requests that this Court dismiss 

Petitioners' appeal or, in the alternative, affinn the Business Court's fmal order. 
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